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Project proposal form for SyNergy Proteome Hub 

Before starting a new project, every group has to provide a detailed project proposal, which 

will be discussed together with the members of the SyNergy Proteome Hub. This measure 

ensures that we can evaluate the feasibility of the planned study regarding sample amount, 

methods, sample preparation, analysis time, but also potential limitations. This helps to 

properly plan and schedule the projects. Furthermore, we want to provide advice for sample 

collection and submission to prevent certain pitfalls such as albumin, FCS or chemical 

(detergent, PEG) contaminations of samples, which can render samples useless for proteomic 

analyses. Additionally, some projects require initial evaluation or optimizations with test 

samples to achieve optimal results. 

The project proposal form is included on page 2. Additionally, a detailed experimental 

plan (with preliminary data) should be attached as ppt or pdf. 

The SyNergy Proteome Hub will provide equal access to all users. However, according to the 

large number of projects and samples and the limited measurement time on the available 

instruments, we have to apply a certain prioritization of submitted projects based on: 

 Scientific relevance of the project 

 Required sample preparation and measurement time 

 Required method optimization or test sample evaluation 

 Date of sample submission 

 Special urgency such as manuscript revisions 

We will provide a rough timeframe for providing the results. A fixed schedule cannot be 

provided because of frequent maintenance of the LC-MS/MS instruments as well as 

unexpected instrument down time due to defects or the required changing of chromatographic 

columns or troubleshooting at the nanoUHPLC chromatography such as fixing dead volumes 

and leaks. Additionally, we have to clean the mass spectrometer when we detect a drop in 

sensitivity to provide optimal results for all users. Test samples get a high priority to provide 

fast feedback for planning the main experiment. 

Please contact a member of the SyNergy Proteome Hub: 

Research group Neuroproteomics (DZNE and TUM): 

Prof. Dr. Stefan Lichtenthaler 

Email: stefan.lichtenthaler@dzne.de 

Phone: 089-4400 46425 

Dr. Stephan Müller 

Email: stephan.mueller@dzne.de 

Phone: 089-4400 46437 

Research Group Behrends: 

Prof. Dr. Christian Behrends 

Email: Christian.Behrends@mail03.med.uni-muenchen.de 

Phone: 089-4400 46509 
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Name   

Research group  

Institution   

Address   

Email   

Telephone No.   

 

The following information is required: 

1. What is the final goal of the study? A detailed experimental plan (with preliminary 

data) should be attached as ppt or pdf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Which cell or animal model will be used? 

 

3. Which kind of sample do you provide (e.g. neuronal lysate, brain tissue, microglia cell 

pellet, human CSF, mitochondria, biotinylated proteins)? 

 

4. Which and how many experimental groups are planned (e.g. genotype 1 vs 2 vs 3, 

Treatment 1 vs 2 vs 3, brain region 1 vs 2)? 

 

5. How much material do you have per biological replicate (e.g. µg Protein, No. of cells g 

tissue)? 

 

6. How many replicates can you provide per experimental group? 
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